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Axial Anomaly and the Proton Spin
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Several authors have noted that the forward matrix element of the axial-vector current as measured in

polarized deep-inelastic electroproduction represents not only the quark contribution to the target-proton
spin but also the gluonic component due to the anomaly. We show that the anomalous divergence equa-
tions constrain the size of this gluonic contribution. In particular it is of such sign and magnitude that
the resulting quark content of the proton spin deviates even further from the naive-quark-model expecta-
tions.

PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 11.40.Ha, 12.40.Aa, 14.20.Dh

There is evidence suggesting that the strange-quark
content of the proton may be very significant: It has
been known for a long time that the size of the o. term as
extracted from zN scattering data appears to be much
larger than a |7 z value deduced from the naive-quark-
model (NQM) picture of the nucleon as consisting main-

ly of the up and down quarks. ' More recently a straight-
forward interpretation of the result obtained by the Eu-
ropean Muon Collaboration (EMC) in a deep-inelastic
scattering experiment using a polarized muon beam on a
polarized target also seems to indicate a significant con-
tribution to the target-proton spin by the strange-quark
sea. ' However, this second piece of evidence has been
called into question when several authors-' have pointed
out that the axial-vector current matrix element mea-
sured in the electroproduction also includes the gluonic
spin contribution due to the axial-vector anomaly.
There is thus the possibility that the apparent spin con-
tribution due to the strange quark may actually be that
of the gluon. In this paper we shall argue, by way of
pole dominance of the octet axial-vector divergence, that
this is most likely not the case. We compute the anoma-
ly term by using the current divergence equations in

which the Aavor-singled pseudoscalar density-matrix ele-
ment is given approximately by the correction to the
Goldberger-Treiman relation. The gluon contribution
thus obtained seems to be of the wrong sign to reduce the
strange-quark contribution.

The EMC result may be stated in terms of the first
moment of the polarized proton structure function when
a standard Regge behavior for small values of x is as-
sumed':

pl
dxg (x,g ) =0.114~0.012~0.026,

for (Q ) =10.7 GeV . This integral is related via
operator-product expansion to the forward matrix ele-
ment of the axial-vector current (P;e; q;r„r5q;) taken

between the proton states. '' Defining h, q as in

&q'+r, rs+=(plq;r, rsq Ip), (2)

where 4' is the proton wave function, and using the
liavor-SU(3) relations '

h, u' —h,d'=F+D =g~ =1.254+ 0.006,

hu'+ hd' —2hs' =3F —D =0.685 ~ 0.08,
(3)

one obtains, separately for each Aavor, the quark-spin
contributions ':

Au' =0.74+ 0.08, h, d' = —0.51 + 0.08,
hs'= —0.23+ 0.08.

(4)

These numbers are surprising from the viewpoint of the
simple quark model, which would lead one to expect a
very small strange-quark content and, certainly, a van-

ishingly small strange-quark contribution to the proton
spin. ' Furthermore, the three quark-spin terms of Eq.
(4) sum up to zero (with large errors),

g dq =Au'+Ad'+As' =0.00+ 0.24, (5)

—ag 2~et rs+ =(p I T«p.o"'
I p), (7)

leading to the apparent conclusion that the net proton
spin is not all carried by its component quarks.

This simple interpretation has been challenged by
several authors. Efremov and Teryaev, Altarelli and
Ross, and Carlitz, Collins, and Mueller have pointed
out that due to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial-vector anom-
aly the matrix element (p I q;r„r&q; I p) in Eq. (2) in fact
measures the linear combination of the helicity com-
ponent of the quark hq, and that of the gluon hg,

Aq' =Aq —(a, /2tr) Ag .

In this equation the gluon helicity component hg is
defined by
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where M is the proton mass, G„, is the gluon field inten-
sity, and G"'=

2 t.'"' Gz~. One can heuristically under-
stand this by recalling that the axial-vector U(1) current
A„=P; fq;y„yqq; has the anomalous divergence Nf(a, /
2tt) TrGG. Consequently, we can regard it as being
made up of two parts one being a quark current A„
which is conserved in the massless'quark limit and the
other being a gluonic current K„which has the anomaly
as its divergence:

Au Au+ K

with

three flavors,

2Mb, u' =2m, v, —2M h,g

2M~d' =2md vd —2M 4g
2R

2Mb, s' =2m, v, —2M h,g
2R

where

v, Ry, ~ =(p
i qt y5q i p) .

(iOa)

(lob)

(ioc)

ri"K =Nf(a, /2')TrGG . (8)

Therefore, the matrix element of the usual axial-vector
current q;y„ypq; contains a quark and a gluonic term as
in Eq. (6). With this realization it appears that the
knowledge of the EMC result is not enough to ascertain
the quark-spin contributions Aq;. Thus, such questions
as the validity of the original expectation that As should
be small remain unanswered.

Since hg in Eq. (7) is simply the anomalous diver-
gence of the axial-vector current, it is more useful to
work with the current divergence equations,

t)" (q; y„y5q;) =2m;q;i yqq;+ TrGG,
27'

for each Aavor of q; =u, d, s, . . . . Taking the matrix ele-
ments of these equations between the proton states with
zero momentum transfer (Q =0), we get for the case of

In order to solve for the gluonic contribution hg from the
knowledge of hq' given in Eq. (4), we must have some
handle on the matrix elements of the pseudoscalar densi-
ty vqs It turns out that we can estimate the combina-
tion v, + vd by the usual method of Goldstone-pole satu-
ration of the axial-vector-current divergence as in the
derivation of the Goldberger-Treiman relation.

Recall that the divergence equation for the charged
axial-vector current is given by

9"uypy5d =(m. +my)ut'y5d. (12)

When this equation is taken between the nucleon states,
the left-hand side yields 2Mg~ and on the right-hand
side the pseudoscalar matrix element is approximated by
its Goldstone pion tr+ contribution' yielding 2f g ~~,
and hence the Goldberger-Treiman relation.

Now consider the divergence equation for the neutral
component of the isovector axial-vector current,

r)" (uy„you —dy„y5d) =2m„ui you
—2mddiyqd = (m„+ md) (uiy5u —di y5d) + (m„—md ) (ui y5u+ di ysd) .

Taking the matrix element of this equation between the
proton states with zero momentum transfer (Q =0), we

get

I where' z =m„/md =0.56. Or combining Eqs. (3) and
(5) to get

2M' = (m„+md ) (v„—vd ) + (m„—md ) (v. + Ud ) ~ (1'4)

The matrix element of the isovector density in the first
term on the right-hand side is dominated by the z pole.
We then get for the isosinglet matrix element in the
second term

a~
h,g=

27K

= —0.29+0.13 + 0.08

= —0.16+ 0.08 .

2

1 2z

, 1+F/D 1+z

(18)

v„+ vd =2M Sg&/(m„—md), (is)

where Bg~ is the correction to the Goldberger-Treiman
expression for g~

..

~gA gA g~N/VM
(i 6)

This information on v„+ vd, which is obtained without
any (pole dominance) -approximation in the singlet
channel itself, allows us now to solve for the gluonic ma-
trix element from Eq. (10):

This is our principal result, of which some comments are
in order.

(1) Sign of the gluonic component hg and comparison
with NQM. —The simple quark model would lead us to
expect As =0 and P; d,q; = 1. In fact the gluonic term in

Eq. (18) is such as to yield quark-spin distributions that
deviate even further from these expectations as corn™
pared to those hq in Eqs. (4) and (5):

h, u =0.58, h, d = —0.67, h,s = —0.39

and
&s Au' z4d'
2z 1+z 1+zh,g= 2z Bgg

z 1
(i7) gdq; = —0.48.
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It is clear that we have just the "wrong" sign for the
gluonic term from the viewpoint of the NQM. The only
part of our calculation that is possibly somewhat uncer-
tain concerns the approximation of the isosinglet density
v„+vd in terms of 6'g~. One expects that there will be
corrections to the pole dominance in the derivation of the
Goldberger-Treiman relation from the charged diver-
gence Eq. (12),

2M' =2f,g ~~+p+

and from the neutral divergence Eq. (14),

2Mg~ =2f g ~rv+po+(m„—md)(v„+ vd) .

Thus,

component Ag will depend on Q . However, the product
a, Ag is Q independent. Our results derived at Q =0
suggests that even for a moderate value of Q =10 GeV
corresponding to a, =0.2 there is already a fairly sizable
hg=- —5. The phenomenological implication for such a
gluonic component has already been discussed in Ref. 7.
This large negative quantity which presumably must be
canceled by the orbital angular momentum contributions
is by itself not necessarily so bizarre if one recalls that
even for a positive Ag its growth at high Q will have to
be counterbalanced by a large negative orbital com-
ponent.

(3) Pseudoscalar matrix elements Wh. —ile the prod-
ucts of m~v~s as derived from Eqs. (10) and (18) are
quite comparable in magnitudes '

(m„—md)(v„+ vd) =@+—po, (20)
m, v„=545 MeV, md vd = —630 MeV,

which yields through Eq. (18)

2z
h.g = —0.29 ~ 0.08 . (22)

This changes the previous result in the wrong direction
to accommodate the NQM expectation. In fact it is

straightforward to see that in order to change the sign of
hg we must have a singlet matrix element v„+ vd compa-
rable in magnitude to that of v„—vd.

' From Eq. (20)
we see that the correction to the Goldberger- Treiman re-
lation (p+) has two components: po is the correction to
the x pole dominance [i.e., x PCAC (partial conserva-
tion of axial-vector current)] and the other component is
proportional to v„+vd. Thus a large value of v„+vd
means a large value of po and they must somehow cancel
each other to get a small p+. This does not seem to be
likely. Furthermore it contradicts our experience with
the successes of PCAC for the neutral-pion system (e.g. ,

yy). Thus p+ should typify the size of pn and
(m„—md)(v„+ vd) terms. This is the basis of our argu-
ment that the estimate of v„+ vd by Bgz as given in Eq.
(15) is reliable, and the sign of Ag as given in Eq. (18) is
correct.

What kind of phenomenological test of this sign do we
have? It has already been pointed out by Carlitz, Col-
lins, and Mueller that the dominant source of
polarization-dependent high-kT jets in deep-inelastic
scattering is this gluonic term. Thereby, if the gluonic
component is indeed negative, the structure function
g~(x) calculated from scattering events with a moderate
kT cutoA will be found to have a first moment that devi-
ates even further from the Ellis-Jaff'e sum rule' than
Eq. (1).

(2) Magnitude of Ag. —Clearly the value of gluonic

where p+ and po are the corrections to the pole domi-
nance. Generally p+ and po are different. If we assume
that corrections to the pole dominance are somewhat iso-
spin independent, i.e., p+ =@0, we will get'

(21)

m, v, = —367 MeV,
(23)

which are related to the pseudoscalar Higgs-bos-
on-nucleon couplings, the strange pseudoscalar density-
matrix element is very much suppressed:

&p ~siy5s ~ p& =—0.02 .
—,
'

&p ~ uiy5u —diy5d
~ p)

(24)

This is to be compared to the scalar density ratio as de-
duced from o.~~'..

&p ass ip)
—,
'

&p i uu+dd
i p&

(25)

'For a recent review of this subject see, for example, T. P.
Cheng, Phys. Rev. D 38, 2869 (1988).

2 European M uon Collaboration, J. Ash man et a/. , Phys.
Lett. B 206, 364 {1988).

S. Brodsky, J. Ellis, and M. Karliner, Phys. Lett. B 206, 309
(1988), and references cited therein.

4That (p ~ sy„ass ~ p) may be sizable is also indicated by the
elastic vp vp data; L. A. Ahrens et al. , Phys. Rev. D 35, 785

However, we should note that this is not a manifestation
of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka rule because Eq. (24) is real-
ly a result of the smallness of v, +vd as well as v,
+vd+v„reAecting the absence of Goldstone pole in
these singlet channels. In fact our derivation makes it
clear that the matrix element will still be suppressed
even when the pseudoscalar density siy&s is sandwiched
between strange baryon states.
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